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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

2CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study is to determine the require-
ments for obtaining a driver* s license in each of the forty-
eight states and our capitol Washington, D* C* The solution
of this problem involves an attempt to answer the following
questions:
1* What Is the age, health, and mental requirement
in each state?
2. Which states require actual road tests?
3* Which states require knowledge tests?
4« Which states require an eye test?
5# Which states waive any part of their test for the
student who has successfully completed a driver
education course?
6« Do any states refuse to issue licenses in the
event of physical impairment?
7* How many states refuse to recognise a driver*
s
license granted in another state?
8* How many states ever require a re-test?
9* Which states require the use of hand signals?
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JUSTIFICATION
The appalling number of accidents, injuries, and
lives lost on our roads and highways has aroused the Interest
of the writer and made her conscious of the problem*
AUTOMOBILE FATALITIES IN THE UNITED STATES FROM 1925-19441
1945-? 1935-36,100
1944-? 1934-36,000
1945-23,300 1933-31,078
1942-29,200 1932-29,196
1941-40,000 1931-33,346
1940-34,500 1930-32,540
1939-32,600 1929-30,858
1938-32,600 1928-27,618
1937-39,500 1927-25,533
1936-37.800 1926-23,264
Total-268,500 1925-21,628
Total-327,161
Combined Total2 595,661
1# State of Ohio, Department of Education and Department of
Highways, Teachers Manual-Driver Education and Training
in the High School , Columbus, Ohio, 1944, pp* 21-22*
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Statistics show that nearly half of all the persons
in the United States over sixteen yeafs of age drive motor
vehicles, with the number ever increasing.
1
Recently statistics were released showing the number
of motor vehicle accidents and lives lost as a result, for
p
the first six months of 1948. A comparative analysis was
made showing the situation in each of the states. Rhode Island
had the best record while Massachusetts was second. Both of
these states were far ahead of the others. The writer feels
tha t part of the fault of such high accident rates lies in
the operation of the vehicles.
The scope of this study, then, is to survey and
analyze state statutes regarding licensing requirements. The
study is a necessary one, for it will supply significant
Information:
1. To legislators and other government repre-
sentatives who, through this paper, can
compare existing conditions in their own
states with others, and, possibly, exact
better legislation.
1. Francis J. Fanning, "Survey of Driver Education," p.l.
Unpublished Master's thesis. School of Education, Boston
University, 1948.
2. National Safety Council, Accident Facts
,
July 31, 1949
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52# To schools where driver training courses
are offered#
3# To Schools of Education, particularly teachers
of safety education and driver training-
education courses#
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CHAPTER II
THE PROCEDURE

CHAPTER II
THE PROCEDURE
The Information needed for this study could be ob-
tained only from the Registrar of Motor Vehicles of the various
states*
The interview method was not practical due to the
geographical area involved* Therefore, It was necessary to
send a letter and questionnaire to each registrar stating the
problem and requesting the informat ion*
A
self-addressed,
stamped envelope was included to facilitate the return of the
material*
The author felt that several of the Registrars might
fail to respond, so an early appeal was made to the American
Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators and the Mass-
achusetts Division of the American Automobile Association for
the desired information*
The author also examined existing state statutes at
the State House Library in Boston, Massachusetts* However,
this material was set aside for the review of literature in
the analysis of each state since, after a follow-up letter was
2
sent to four states at the end of a two week period, 100 per cent
I • See Appendix A, pages 72-74
2* Includes the District of Columbia
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of the states responded with returned questionnaires, booklets,
pamphlets, sample tests and licenses, guide sheets, and state
survey material*-1-
After gathering the necessary data, a detailed
analysis was made* Various classifications of the states
were compiled and tables drawn and tabulated* Following this,
the data were treated within the six major groupings of the
questionnaires Road Test, Knowledge Test, Eye Test, Driver
Education, Limitations, and Re-Test* A supplementary study <£.
hand signals was made, and the data were tabulated for use
pin the summary and conclusions*
The author feels that the interpretations, summary,
and conclusions of this study may give a good indication of
the presence or absence of satisfactory requirements for a
drivers license within the forty-eight states and Washington,
D. C.
1* See Bibliography, pp* 83-86
2* See Appendix A, pp* 67-70 for table on hand signals*
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CHAPTER III
DATA AND INTERPRETATION

CHAPTER III
DATA AND INTERPRETATION
This chapter is concerned with the data that were
compiled from the forty-nine questionnaires sent to the
registrars of motor vehicles of all the states and the
District of Columbia#
The 100 percent return of the questionnaires sent
to the registrars of motor vehicles was considered excellent
owing to the fact that over twenty-five states have various
departments such as the Bureau of Operators' License, the
State Police, the Safety Patrol, the Highway Patrol, and the
State Examiners concerned with motor vehicle drivers' licenses#
All questionnaires had to be forwarded to these divisional
departments, then returned to the writer#
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TABLE I
QUESTIONNAIRE RETURNS
No. of
Letters
Sent
No. of
Letters
Returned
No. of
Letters
Returned
with
Needed Data
No. of
Letters
Returned
with
Additional
Information
Percentage
of quest.
Returned
with
Needed Data
49a 49 48b 34c 97.9$
a* Includes the District of Columbia.
b. Arkansas returned questionnaire, but did not answer all
of the questions.
c. Includes manuals, booklets, guide sheets, sample licenses,
and state survey material.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
A* Minimum Age For Obtaining A Drivers License
As shown in Tables 2 and 3, pages 13-17, there
is no uniform age rule among the states for obtaining
a driver’s license. The data show a range from fourteen
years to seventeen years®
35 percent of the states allow a junior or
restricted license from the ages of fourteen to sixteen
years® 31 per cent of the states require a minimum age
of sixteen years for a full license. The third and last
significant group of 16 per cent requires a minimum age
of fifteen years for a full license. The remaining
percentage groups fall between the two extremes of a
minimum of fourteen years for a full license in New Mexico
and South Carolina, and a minimum age of seventeen years
for a full license in New Jersey.
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TABLE 2
MINIMUM AGE FOR OBTAINING DRIVER’S LICENSE
State Age Other Requirements
Alabama 16
Arizona 18 Upon request of parent or guardian
permit will be issued at age of 16#
Arkansas 18 Junior permit, 14-18 but minors 14-
16 may drive only when accompanied
by a licensed driver#
California 16 Junior permit issued under special
conditions, 14-16.
Colorado 16
Connecticut 16
Delaware 16
District of
Columbia 16 Parent or guardian signature nec-
essary for applicants under 18#
Florida 16 Restricted license, 14-16# Applies'
tion for license between age of 14
to 18 must be verified by parent or
other responsible adult#
Georgia 16
Idaho 16 Restricted license, 14-16#
Illinois 15 Permits or licenses issued to
applicants 15 to 18 years of age
only with consent of guardian#
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TABLE 2-Continued
State Age Other Requirement
a
Indiana 16
Iowa 16
Kansas 16
Kentucky 16
Louisiana 15
Maine 15
Maryland 16
Massachusetts 16
Michigan 16
Minnesota 15
Mississippi 17
Missouri 16
Montana 15
Nebraska 15i
Nevada 16
New Hampshire 16
School permit, 14-16*
Restricted license, 14-16*
License, 14-16 for operation of
vehicle of 5 h*p* or under (motor
bike).
For farm use only, 14-16.
Restricted license, 14-16.
Persons 15-18 must obtain guard-
ian^ approval for license.
Junior permit, 15-17
Between ages of 15J- and 16,
operator must be accompanied at
all times by a licensed operator
seated beside him in the car.
Restricted permit, 14-16.
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TABLE 2—CONTINUED
State Age Other Requirements
New Jersey 17
New Mexico 14
New York 18 Junior Permit, 16-18®
North Carolina 16 All licenses issued under 18 must
be signed by parent or guardian*
North Dakota 16 Junior permit, 14-16*
Ohio 16 Restricted, 14-16®
Oklahoma 16 Junior permit issued for school
use, 14-16o
Oregon 16 Junior permit issued under special
conditions, 14-16®
Pennsylvania 18 Junior permit, 16-18o
Rhode Island 16
South Carolina 14 -
South Dakota 15
Tennessee 16 Junior permit, 14-16®
#
Texas 16 County judge may authorize issuance
of license to any person over 14
if conditions exist which make it
necessary® Supt* of Schools may
authorize issuance of license to
person over 14 who has satisfactorily
completed a 30 hour course of driver
education®
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TABLE 2-Continued
State Age Other Requirements
Utah 16
Vermont 18 Junior license, 16-18.
Virginia 15 Richmond and Norfolk prohibit
operation under 16.
Washington 16
West Virginia 16
Wisconsin 16 Junior permit, 14-16, if approved
by Commissioner.
Wyoming 15 License issued under age of 21
must be signed by parent or
guardian.
Source : American Automobile Association, Digest of Motor
Laws , Sixteenth Edition, Washington, D. C., 1949
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B. Road Test
The tabulated data show that all of the states require
the applicant for a drivers license to take a road test except
Idaho, Missouri, and South Dakota* Idaho and Missouri require
learner*s permits obtained at the ages of fourteen and six-
teen respectively* Neither state has an examination of any
kind* South Dakota, on the other hand, does not even have a
driverte license law* The minimum age for operating a motor
vehicle is fifteen years and no license is required*
By means of Table 4, Part I, on pages 20 and 21, one
can easily see that the length of the required road test
varies from state to state* Thirty-three of the thirty-six
states tabulating their road test in miles approximate it at
one to two miles* The three remaining states fall between
the extremes of approximately three-quarters of a mile in
Florida to three miles in Montana. The other eight states
having a road test chose to tabulate it in minutes* The
variation in minutes is even greater than in miles with South
Carolina approximating at ten minutes and Kansas and New
Mexico at thirty minutes.
Forty-six-1- or 100 per cent of the states having a road
1* Includes the District of Columbia*
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test hold part of it in traffic* Of Course, there are varia-
tions of this answer within the sparsely populated states*
However, whenever possible the test is held in traffic. Only
Iowa, Nevada, New Mexico, Ohio, and Wyoming say that the
greatest part of their road test is held on an open plain.
89 per cent of the states answering the question,
“Is the operator required to stop and start on a hill?",
answered in the affirmative. Arizona, Louisiana, North
Dakota, Ohio, and Washington, D* C. answered in the negative.
Arizona and Louisiana find that it is impossible to require
this maneuver throughout their states as a good deal of both
states consists of flat lands.
i'he final item on the questionnaire in regard to the
road test was, "Do you require the operator to turn the
vehicle around?" Since this part of the test doesn't depend
on any particular type of terrain, it's rather surprising to
note that only 84 per cent of the states answering this
question said that they include it in their test. Arizona,
Colorado, Maryland, North Dakota, Ohio, Utah, and Washington,
D.C., do not require the applicant to turn the car around.
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% TABLE 4
ROAD TEST REQUIREMENTS PART I
STATE Road Test Required Length Held in
Yes No Traffic
•
Yes No
Alabama X 1 mile X
Arizona X 15 minutes 6 X
Arkansas*3 X
California X varies 0 X
Colorado X 1 mile X
Connecticut X Varies X
Delaware X li miles X
Florida X 5/4 of mile X
Georgia X Varies X
Idaho^ X
Illinois X Varies X
Indiana X 1 mile Partially
Iowa X 1 mile X
Kansas X 30 minutes X
Kentucky X 1 mile X
Louisiana X Varies X
Maine X 20 minutes X
Maryland X Varies X
Massachusetts X Varies X
Michigan X Varies X
Minnesota X 2-J--3 miles X
Mississippi X 1 mile X
Missouri6 X
Montana X 3 miles X
Nebraska X li miles X
New Hampshire X 1 mile X# New Jersey X li mile X
New Mexico X 30 minutes X
New York X 13/4-2 miles x
North Carolina X It miles X
North Dakota X Varies X
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TABLE 4-PART I CONTINUED
State Road Test
Yes
Required
No
Length Held in Traff:
Yes No
Ohio X Varies X
Oklahoma X 1.8 miles X
Oregon X 15 minutes X
Pennsylvania X Varies X
Rhode Island X li miles X
South Carolina X 10 minutes X
South Dakota^ X
Tennessee X Varies X
Texas X 10-15 min. X
Utah X 1 mile X
Vermont X li miles X
Virginia X Varies X
Washington X 1^-2 miles X
West Virginia X 1-2 miles X
Wisconsin X Varies X
Wyoming X 20 minutes X
Washington D. C. X 1-2 miles X
a. Minutes. . .Question was answered in minutes and miles.
Some states require applicant to drive car for so many
minutes regardless of miles traveled.
b. Arkansas has a road test. No material available on the
length of the road test or traffic conditions.
c. Variessl mile or more, depending on the situation.
d. e, Idaho and Missouri require learner* s permit. No
examination of any kind.
f. South Dakota does not have a driverb license law. A
license is not required.
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TABLE 4
ROAD TEST REQUIREMENTS PART II
State Test Held On Operator Rq # to Operator Req. to
Open Plain Stop & Start Turn Around
on Hill
Yes No Yes No Yes No
Alabama X X X
Arizona X X
Arkansasa
California seldom X X
Colorado X X
Connecticut X X X
Delaware X X X
Florida X X X
Georgia
Idaho#
X X X
Illinois X X X
Indiana X X X
Iowa X X X
Kansas X X X
Kentucky X X X
Louisiana X X X
Maine X X X
Maryland X X
Massachusetts X X X
Michigan X X X
Minnesota X X X
Mississippi X X X
Missouri *
Montana X X X
Nebraska X X X
Nevada X X X
New Hampshire X X X
New Jersey X X X
New Mexico X X X
New York X X X
North Carolina X X X
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TABLE 4 Part II Continued
State Test Held on Operator Req* to Operator Req.
Open Plain Stop & Start to turn
on Hill Around
Yes No Yes No Yes No
North Dakota x
Ohio x
Oklahoma x
Oregon x
Pennsylvania x
Rhode Island - - x
South Carolina x
South Dakota^
Tennessee x
Texas x
Utah x
Vermont x
Virginia x
Washington x
West Virginia x
Wisconsin x
Wyoming x
Washington, D*C* x
X X
X X
X X
X X
X XX
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
a* Arkansas left this material blank on the questionnaire*
b. Refer to Part I of this table* Idaho, Missouri, and South
Dakota do not require a road test*
c» States saying that they required the operator to stop and
start on a hill only in those sections of the state whaere
there were hills are recorded under the Yes Column*
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Co Knowledge Test
It is interesting to note that 100 per cent
or forty-six^of the states requiring any test at all
for a motor vehicle driver* s license compel the
applicant to take a knowledge test*
As is clearly shown on Table 5, pages 25
and 26, thirty-one states still hold to the written
examination while only thirteen states have an oral
testo Arkansas, California, Iowa, and New Hampshire
require both a written and an oral examination while
Wisconsin leaves the test to the discretion of the
inspector as to whether it will be written or oral*
Alabama, Mississippi, Nebraska, Texas, and
Virginia, who belong to the group requiring a written
test, state that they substitute an oral test if the
applicant cannot read or write.
1. Includes the District of Columbia
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TABLE 5
KNOWLEDGE TEST REQUIREMENTS
State Do You Require a
Knowledge Test
Yes No
Written Oral
Alabama X X If applicant
cannot read or
write
Arizona X X
Arkansas X X X
California X X X
Colorado X X
Connecticut X X
Delaware X X
Florida X X
Georgia X X
Idahoa X
Illinois X X
Indiana X X
Iowa X X X
Kansas X X
Kentucky X X
Louisiana X X
Maine X X
Maryland X X
Massachusetts X X
Michigan X X
Minnesota X X
Mississippi X X If applicant
cannot read or
write
Missouri13 X
Montana X X
Nebraska X X If applicant
cannot read or
write
Nevada
\
X X
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TABLE 5 CONTINUED
•>
State Do You Require A
Knowledge Test?
Yes No
Written Oral
New Hampshire X X X
New Jersey X X
New Mexico X X X
New York X X
North Carolina X X
North Dakota X X
Ohio X X
Oklahoma X X
Oregon X X
Pennsylvania X X
Rhode Island X X
South Carolina X X
South Dakota®
Tennessee
X
X X
Texas X X If applicant can-
Utah X X
not read or write
Vermont X X
Virginia X X If applicant can-
Washington X X
not read or write
Road signs only
West Virginia X X
Wisconsin X X
Wyoming X X
Washington, D*C* X X
a, b* Idaho and Missouri require learner's permits. No exam-
inations of any kind.
c* South Dakota does not have a driver license law* (No
license required)
d. Wisconsin leaves the knowledge test to the discretion of
the inspector* It can be written or oral*
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D* aye Teat
As might he expected, all of the forty-five
states and the District of Columbia have some type
of eye test# Ohio's is optional, but all others
are required.
Prom state to state there is a great variation
in the type of test used# However, after close
investigation, the Color Perception Test was found
to be far ahead of all other eye tests, with thirty-
six states requiring it# Although Visual Acuity did
not appear on the questionnaire, seventeen states
reported in the space for elaborations that they
include it in their eye test® Fourteen states require
a Pield-of-Vision Test while two other states include
it in their re-examination# Far below the Color
Perception, Visual Acuity, and Field-of-Vision Tests
in popularity is the Clare Acuity Test with only
four states requiring it on their initial eye
examination; Arizona, California, Louisiana, and
New Mexico®
The combinations of these four tests used by
the various states are developed on Table & , pages
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29 and 30* Due to the shortage of table space, those
eye tests used by only one or two states are not
included* However, it is interesting to note that
Delaware and Maine include a test on Depth
Nebraska requires a Vertical Balance Test,
Hampshire compels all applicants to take a
Perception;
while New
Peripheral
Balance Test
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TABLE 6
EYE TEST REQUIREMENTS
State Do You Require
An Eye Teat ?
Does It Include:
Yes No Visual Color Field of Glare
Acuity Perception Vision Acuity
Alabama z X X
Arizona X X X X
Arkansasa
California X X X
Colorado X X only on onl;
re-exams re-
Connecticut X X X
Delaware X X
Florida X X
Georgia X X
Idaho X
Illinois X X X X
Indiana X X
Iowa X X X
Kansas X X X
Kentucky X X
Louisiana X X X X
Maine X X
Maryland X X X
Massachusetts X X X X
Michigan X X X
Minnesota X X
Mississippi X X
Missouri X
Montana X
Nebraska X X X
Nevada X X
New Hampshire X X X
New Jersey X X
New Mexico X X X
New York X X
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TABLE 6 CONTINUED
State Do You Require Does It Include:
An Eye Test ?
Visual Color Field of Glare
Yes No Acuity Perception Vision Acuity
North Carolina X X
North Dakota
Ohio®
X X
Oklahoma X X
Oregon X X
Pennsylvania X X
Rhode Island X X X
South Carolina X X
South Dakota X
Tennessee X X
Texas X X
Utah X X X
Vermont X X X X
Virginia X X X
Washington X X X some
cases
West Virginia X X X
Wisconsin X X X
Wyoming X X
Washington,D.C* X X
a 0 Arkansas left all questions on eye tests blank on the
questionnaire • Material on this subj ect is not available
in printed form*
b* Ohio has an optional eye test*
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E* Driver Education
Dr* Wayne Hughes, Director of the National
Safety Council's College and School Division, said in
1949, "It is our firm belief that if every high school
in the nation would put into effect a Driver Education
Course, we would see miracles within five years*. ••*•
Traffic deaths could be reduced by 5,000 to 10,000 a
"1
year*
1* Drivers aged 16-20 years have five
times as many fatal accidents in
terms of miles driven as drivers
c
aged 45-50 years
•
2* In Cleveland, Ohio, students grad-
uating from a Driver Training Course
had only half as many accidents per
month of driving as their untrained
•z.
classmates*
1* The Newport County Sentinel, Tiverton, Rhode Island,
January )
,
1948*
2# American Automobile Association, Sportsmanlike Driv-
ing. Washington 6, D*C*, 1947, p* 22*
3* Francis J* Fanning, "Survey of Driver Education,"
p* 1* Unpublished Master's thesis. School of Ed-
ucation, Boston University, 1948*
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3* In an earlier study made at the
Pennsylvania State College of
two comparable groups, there were
13 accidents for 250 non-trained
drivers and only 5 accidents for
the 250 trained drivers.^*
4o A study in Delaware over a four-
year period showed that non-trained
drivers had 46 per cent more viola-
tions, (arrests, warnings, and acc-
idents) than trained drivers*^
Further evidence that Driver Education and
Training pays dividends is offered by the Massachusetts
Registry of Motor Vehicles, which feels that a 37 per
cent reduction in the number of automobile accidents
over the period of years from 1941 to 1946 may well
be due to the Driver Education and Training classes
conducted in the State of Massachusetts. 3
1* Ibid, p«2
2 0 Ibid, p. 2
3 o lbid
, p e 2 , 3 •
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MASSACHUSETTS
Age Group 16-17 Personal Injury Accidents
Year Number of Accidents
1941 1250
1942 No record kept because
1943 No record
1944 No record
1945 953
1946 767
1947 517
The author's problem, as you can see, does not involve
a study of the School's Driver Education Program, However,
by finding out from each state the answer to the following
two questions, one can see how cooperation is developing cr
lacking between the registry departments and the School
Driver Education Program,
1, Do you accept, as partial fulfillment for
the driver's license, the Rules Certificate
granted to a student who successfully com-
pletes the written examination on motor
vehicle laws?
2, Do you waive any other part of your test for
the student who successfully completes a
Driver Education Course?
Out of forty-six states-1- answering the above questions.
1, Includes the District of Columbia
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twenty-eight or 60 per cent answered "yes 11 to question one,
while only 40 per cent answered in the negative*
Question two, "Do you waive any other part of your
test for the student who successfully completes a Driver
Education Course?", is a little stronger than question one
and we wouldn’t expect as many states to answer in the
affirmative. The figures show that thirteen or 38 per cent
of the states answered "yes" to question two, while 60 per
cent answered "no".
Those parts of the test waived are shown on Table 7,
pages 35 and 37* They range from the waiving of the Road
Sign Test in North Carolina and Wisconsin to the waiving of
all tests in Kansas, Louisiana, and New Hampshire* Florida,
Nebraska, Rhode Island, and Utah issue licenses to Driver
Education Students only when their own examiners give the
final written and road tests of the course.
Washington, D. C. has legislation pending on Driver
Education*
Since Driver Education is a relatively new course in
the schools, we cannot expect uniformity among the state
registries of motor vehicles as to what they accept or do not
accept* The above figures are encouraging and many changes
are bound to occur within the next five-year span.
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TABLE 7
DRIVER EDUCATION
A 0 Do you accept, as partial fulfillment for the drivers license^
the Rules Certificate granted to a student who successfully
completes tha written examination on motor vehicle law?
b« Do you waive any other part of your test for the student
who successfully completed a driver education course?
State A B
Yes No Yes No
Alabama X X
Arizona X X
Arkansas X X
California X X
Colorado X X
Connecticut X Road test waived if
school test was past
within the year*
Delaware X All tests are waived
except the vision
test.
Florida^ X (See footnote a)
Georgia X X
Idaho13 (See footnote X
b.)
Illinois X X
Indiana X X
Iowa X X
Kansas X All tests are waived
if the applicant has
just passed a driver
education course.
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TABLE 7 CONTINUED
State A B
Yes No Yes No
Kentucky
Louisiana X
X
All tests are waived
X
Maine X X
Maryland X X
Massachusetts X X
Michigan X X
Minnesota X X
Mississippi X X
Missouri See foot note b X
Montana X
(See foot note a)
X
Nebraska X
Nevada
New Hampshire X
X
All tests waived
X
New Jersey X X
New Mexico X
New York X X
North Carolina X Waive Road sign test
North Dakota X X
Ohio X X
Okla homa X X
Oregon X X
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island X
X
(See foot note a)
X
South Caroliha X X
South Dakota See foot note b X
Tennessee X n x
Texas X X X
Utah
Vermont
X
X
(See foot note a)
X
Virginia X
Vision and Driving
X
Washington X
test waived
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TABLE 7 CONTINUED
State A B
Yes No Yes No
West Virginia
Wisconsin x
X
Road sign test waived
X
Wyoming X X
Washington, D. C. X (See foot note c) X
a* Florida, Nebraska, Rhode Island, and Utah issue licenses
to driver education students only when their own examiners
give the final written and road test of the course.
b. Idaho, Missouri, South Dakota do not require any test for
a drivers license.
c. No rules certificates are issued in Washington, D.C.
Lesislation is pending.
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F* Limitations
Under Part I of tills section the following question
was asked, M In the event of physical impairment, do you re-
fuse a driver’s license?”
Only Georgia, Ohio, Khode Island, and Utah said that
they dOo Many other states mentioned particular groups of
people they refuse a driver’s license to, such as epileptics,
drug addicts, the mentally ill, heart victims, and special
groups of cripples* However, as one can see on Table 8--
Part I
—
pages 39-42, almost every state in the union allows
at least a restricted license to the individual who can
compensate for his disabilities by means of glasses, hearing
aids, or special equipment on the motor vehicle, as is
needed in the case of paraplegic veterans*
Idaho, Massachusetts, Oregon, and Wisconsin require
medical certificates, signed by a physician, stating that
the applicant’s disability should in no way interfere with
his ability to drive safely* This presupposes the use of
special equipment for the motor vehicle*
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TABLE 8
LICENSE LIMITATIONS DUE TO PHYSICAL IMPAIRMENT PART I
State In the Event of Physical Impairment, Do
You Refuse A Drivers License?
Yes Elaborate No Elaborate
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas*
California
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
*
X
x
x
z
z
x If they cannot hand-
le a car to its best
advantage
x Epileptics x
z
Restricted license
issued
Must equip vehicle
to compensate for
disability
Depends on ability
to compensate for
disability
Not if they can pass
the road test
Must have a special
hearing with the
Delaware State Police
(Depends on extent
of impairment)
Restrict license.
Must equip vehicle
to compensate for
disability
Require a physician’s
certificate for all
other physical defect
Depends on ability
to compensate for
disability# Restrict-
ed license issued.
Illinois
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TABLE 8 CONTINUED
State In The Event of Physical Impairment, Do
You Refuse A Drivers License?
Yes Elaborate No Elaborate
Indiana X Demand special equip-
ment* Restricted
license issued*
Iowa X Depends on ability
to compensate for
disabilities
Kansas X Demand special equip-
ment* Restricted
license issued.
Kentucky x Epileptics X Highway Patrol deter-
mines whether or not
they should have a
license. Depends on
ability to compensate
Louisiana X Restrictions applied*
Maine X Demand special equip-
ment* Restricted
license issued*
Maryland X Demand special equip-
ment* Restrictions
applied.
Massachusetts X Must have medical
certificate, and
special equipment if
needed.
Michigan X Only when unable to
drive safely.
Minnesota X Depends on ability
to compensate with
special equipment
for car.
Mississippi X Restricted license
issued*
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TABLE 8 CONTINUED
State In the Event of Physical Impairment, Do
You Refuse A Drivers License?
Yes Elaborate No Elaborate
Missouri X
Montana X Epileptics, Heart X If individual can
Trouble
,
& operate car without
Crippled difficulty*
Nebraska X Restricted license*
Must have special
equipment
Nevada X Depends on the ability
to compensate
New Hampshire X- Restricted license*
Must have special
equipment*
New Jersey X Conditioned license
issued*
New Mexico X Epileptics, drug X Depends on ability
addicts to compensate
New York X Restricted license*
Must have special
equipment*
North Carolina X Restricted license.
Must have special
equipment*
North Dakota
Ohio X If physically
unfit to drive*
X Restricted license.
Okl ahoma X Restricted license.
Must have special
equipment*
Oregon X Medical certificate.
Restricted license
issued.
Pennsylvania X Must have special
equipment*
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TABLE 8 CONTINUED
In The Event of Physical Impairment, Do You
Refuse A Drivers License?
Yes Elaborate No Elaborate
Rhode Island x If applicant would
not be a safe risk
South Carolina
South Dakota
X
X
Restricted license
Must have special
equipment.
Tennessee X Restricted license
Must have special
equipment o
Texas
Utah x Must be able to
operate car safe-
ly
X Depends on compen-
sation with special
equipment.
Vermont X Restricted license
Must have special
equipment.
Virginia X Restricted license
Must have special
equipment.
Washington
West Virginia X
X Depends on extent
of disability.
Wisconsin X Restricted license.
Medical certificate
Wyoming X Depends on extent
of disability.
Washington, D.C. X Restricted license
Must have special
equipment.
* Arkansas left this material blank on the questionnaire.
Additional material is not in printed form.
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Part II of this section is concerned with limita-
tions on out-of-state licenses. The following question
was placed on the questionnaire* f,Do you recognize a
driver* s license granted in another state? M
All forty-eight states and the District of Columbia
honor valid out-of-state licenses at least for a few days*
State laws on this subject are concerned with the individual
as a visitor or as a new resident of the state* There are
separate law3 for each group.
First of all, if you are a visitor, only Arizona,
Arkansas, Iowa, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, and
Oklahoma require that you register and obtain a permit or
a sticker. From then on, as is clearly shown on Table9
—
Part II
—
pages 46 and 47, your out-of-state license may be
honored, as in California for only ten days if you are a
minor, or for an indefinite period of time in Nevada.
It is interesting to note that thirty-three states
honor out-of-state license on some type of reciprocal
agreement. This simply means that there are arrangements
existing which allow out-of-state residents the same
privilege of stay their state allows residents of the state
visited*
As you will see on Table 9, there are a number of
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oddities among the states* For instance, Massachusetts,
by law, requires that all non-residents must have liability
insurance after 30 days, and must carry the policy or
certificate from the insurance company in the car*
Now, if one belongs to the second group, that of a
new resident of the state, the following twenty-one states
demand an operators license and license plates immediately;
Alabama, Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, Nevada, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota,
Utah, Wisconsin, and Wyoming* Seven states have reciprocal
arrangements whereby one might have up to a year to get a
new license and plates provided the old state allows the new
state* s resident the same leeway* These states are New
Hampshire, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Texas,
Washington, and Vermont. Maryland, Montana, Nebraska,
Pennsylvania, and Tennessee allow a new resident a 30
day period* The sixteen remaining states have individual
arrangements, with Rhode Island, for instance, requiring
the new resident to get a license and plates "within a
reasonable length of time"!*
9
lo American Automobile Association, Digest of Motor Laws *
Sixteenth Edition, 1949, p* 74*
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established residence and is gainfully employed in
the new state*
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TABLE 9
LIMITATIONS ON OUT-OF-STATE LICENSES PART II
State
Do You Recognize A Driver' 3 License Granted
In Another State?
Yes No Period of Time
Visitors License Honored
Alabama X Reciprocal*
Arizona X Until expiration of home state
plates or residence established
Arkansas X 90 days
California X 1 year for person over 21
10 days for a minor*
Colorado X Until the carrier becomes a
resident of the state.*
Connecticut X Reciprocal
Delaware X Reciprocal
Florida X Reciprocal
Georgia X 30 days
Idaho X Until the carrier becomes a
resident of the state
Illinois X Reciprocal
Indiana X 60 days, on reciprocal basis
Iowa X Reciprocal
Kansas X Reciprocal
Kentucky X Reciprocal ( If visitor is from a
state where a license is not re-
quired* He must get a Kentucky
license after 30 days.
Louisiana X Reciprocal
Maine X Reciprocal
Maryland X Reciprocal, but may not exceed 90
cumlative days during a year.
Massachusetts X
some states
Reciprocal, but must have liability
insurance after 30 days.
Michigan X 90 days, on reciprocal basis.
Minnesota X Reciprocal
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TABLE 9 CONTINUED
State
Do You Recognize A Driver's License Granted
In Another State?
Yes NO Period Time
Visitor's License Honored
Mississippi X Non-resident tag good until it expires
in state of issue
Missouri X Reciprocal
Mont ana X 30 days
Nebraska X 30 continuous days.
Nevada X No limit.
New Hampshire X Reciprocal
New Jersey X Reciprocal
New Mexico X 3 months o
New York X Reciprocal
North Carolina X Reciprocal
North Dakota X Reciprocal
Ohio X Reciprocal
Oklahoma X 60 days
Oregon X Recipr ocal
Pennsylvania X Reciprocal
Rhode Island X Reciprocal
South Carolina X 90 days
South Dakota X 90 days, on reciprocal basis#
Tennessee X 30 days
Texas X Reciprocal
Utah X Reciprocal
Vermont X Reciprocal
Virginia X 6 months
Washington X Reciprocal
West Virginia X 3 months, on reciprocal basis.
Wisconsin X Reciprocal
Wyoming X 90 days
Washington, D.C# X Reciprocal
a# Reciprocal. arrangements existing which allow out of state
residents the same privilege their state allows residents of
the state visited#
b. Resident.. A person who is gainfully employed in the state.
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Go Re-Test
The final quest! on on the questionnaire
was, "Is a re-test ever required?"
Of course, Idaho, Missouri, and South
Dakota said that they never require a re-test*
They do not have any initial tests fa? 1 a drivers
license, so they wouldn't require any re-test so
All of the other states and the District of
Columbia compel certain groups of drivers such
as, "accident-prone individuals", certain physically
handicapped groups, habitual traffic violators,
and aged drivers to take a re-test*
On Table 10, pages 49-51, one can see
the reasons for the re-test in each state*
Three states with very frequent re-tests
are Maryland, Nevada, and North Carolina. Maryland
compels all chauffeurs to take a re-test every two
years ;Nevada makes all persons who fail to renew
their license on time to take a re-test; North
Carolina now requires a re-test for all drivers
every four years*
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TABLE 10
RE-TEST FOR A DRIVER'S LICENSE
State
Is A Re-Test Ever
Required?
Significant Reasons
For A Re-Test
Yes No
Alabama X
Arizona X Accident frequency or
traffic violations
Arkansasa
California X
Colorado X Failure on first test
does not keep applicant
from trying again
Connecticut X Physically handicapped
individuals
Delaware X Accident-prone or
violator*
Florida X Accident-prone or
violator*
Georgia
Idaho
X
(See footnote b)
Illinois X Change of physical
status.
Indiana X Advanced age, physical
impairment, or any
questionable driver*
Iowa X Accident-prone or
violator*
Kansas X AccIdent -prone
Kentucky X Change in mental or
physical status
Louisiana X
Maine X All drivers over 80
years of age* Accident-
prone or violator*
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TABLE 10 CONTINUED
State Is A Re-Test Ever
Required?
Significant Reasons
For A Re-Test
Yes No
Maryland X Only for chauffeurs
Every two years*
Massachusetts X After road test failure,
after revocation of lic-
ense, after 2 personal
injury accidents in a
year*
Michigan Accident-prone *
Minnesota X
Mississippi X All revocations and
suspensions*
Missouri See footnote b
Montana X Accident-prone or prior
to removing restrictions
from license*
Nebraska X
Nevada X For an accident, viola-
tion, or a late renewal
New Hampshire X Any driver having more
than 3 accidents*
New Jersey X Accident-prone
New Mexico X
New York X Persons suffering loss
of one or more limbs,
persons 65 or over in-
volved in 3 accidents
in a period of 18 months
North Carolina K Every four years for all
North Dakota X
Ohio X On complaint as unfit
driver •
Oklahoma X
Oregon X
Pennsylvania X Accident-prone
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TABLE 10 CONTINUED
State
Is A Re-Test Ever
Required?
Significant Reasons
For A Re-Test
Yes No
Rhode Island X All drivers whose lic-
ense is restricted to
the use of special
equipment
South Carolina X Habitual violators
South Dakota See footnote b
Tennessee X Accident-prone or violat-
or
Texas X Accident-prone or
violator
Utah X Accident-prone or
violator
Vermont X Change in physical stat-
us or accident-prone
Virginia X Change in physical
status
Washington X
West Virginia X
Wisconsin X Change in physical
status, accident-prone,
or complained about
Wyoming X After revocation or
suspension
Washington,D.C. X Expiration of permit
over a year. Suspension
and revocation cases*
Physical disability
cases.
a« Arkansas; material left blank on questionnaire.
b. Idaho, Missouri, and South Dakota do not have any tests for
a driver^ license.
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
I SUMMARY
»
A* Basic Purposes of the Study
The purpose of this study was to determine the
requirements for obtaining a driver* s license in each of
the forty-eight states ard the District of Columbia.
The problem involved an attempt to answer the
following questions:
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
What is the age, health and mental require-
ment in each state?
Which states require actual road tests?
Which states require knowledge tests?
Which states require an eye test?
Which states waive any part of their test
for the student who has successfully completed
a driver education course?
Do any states refuse to issue licenses in the
event ofphysical impairment?
How many states refuse to recognize a driver's
license granted In another state?
How many states ever require a re-test?
Which states require the use of hand signals?
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B* Procedure of the Study
A questionnaire was constructed and sent to the forty-
eight states and the District of Columbia for investigation
in this study* The returns totaled fcrty-nine, or 100 per
cent* The data were tabulated and treated within thee six
major groupings of the questionnaire: Road Test, Knowledge
Test, Eye Test, Driver Education, Limitations, aid Re-Test
.
A supplementary study of hand signals was made, and the data
were tabulated for use in the summary and conclusions.-*-
C* Summary of Essential Results
1* There is no uniform age rule among the states
for obtaining a driver’s license. The data
show a range from fourteen years to seventeen
years*
2* The tabulated data show that all of the states
require the applicant for a driver's license to
take a road best except Idaho, Missouri, and
South Dakota, who do not have any examinations
for a driver’s license. 92 per cent of the states
tabulating their road test in miles approximated it
at one to two miles. Forty-six or 100 per cent of
the states 2 having a road test hold part of it in
1* See Appendix A, pages 67 to 70 for table on hand signals.
2* Includes the District of Columbia.
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^
traffic* 89 per cent of the states require the
operator to stop and start on a hill while only
84 per cent include turning the car around in
their road test*
3© It is irt eresting to note that 100 per cent or
forty-six^ of the states requiring any tests at
all for a motor vehicle drivers license compel
the applicant to take a knowledge test* Thirty-
one states sbill hold to the written examination
while only thirteen states have an oral test.
4* As might he expected, all of the forty-six
p
states have some type of an eye examination*
In order of popularity the tests are color
perception, visual acuity, field of vision,
and glare acuity*
5. Out of forty-six states 5 answering the question,
"Do you accept, as partial fulfillment for the
drivers license, the Rules Certificate granted
to a student who successfully completes the
written examination on motor vehicle laws?",
I. Includes the District of Columbia*
2© Ibid.
3© Ibid©
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7.
twenty-eight or 60 per cent answered "yes", while
only 40 per cent answered in the negative.
The second question asked in this section was.
Do you waive any other part of your test for
the student who successfully completes a
driver education course?" The figures show
that only thirteen or 38 per cent of the
states answered "yes" to this question while
62 per cent answered "no".
As for physical impairment, almost every
state in the union allows a restricted license
to the individual who can compensate for his
disabilities by means of glasses, a hearing
aid, or special equipment on the motor vehicle,
as is needed in the case of paraplegics.
All forty-eight states and the District of
Columbia honor valid out-of-state licenses at
least for a few days. State laws on this subject
are concerned with the individual as a visitor
or as a new resident of the state. There are
separate laws for each group.
Thirty-three states honor visitor's out-of-
state licenses on some type of reciprocal
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agreement® This means that there are arrang-
ments existing which allow out-of-state res-
idents the same privilege of stay their state
allows residents of the state visited®
On the other hand, a new resident of a state
is compelled by twenty-one states to get a
driver’s license and license plates immediately.
All other states allow up to a year's leeway
before requiring a new license and plates.
All forty-five states and the District of
Columbia, who have initial tests for a
driver’s license, require operators to take a
re-test under certain circumstances. The most
popular reasons for re-testing are accident
proneness, physical handicaps, and habitual
traffic violations.
All states require the use of hand signals
except Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island,
and Wisconsin. Only twenty-five states 1
or 51 per cent agree on the type of signals
to be used. The three hand signals used by
the largest number of states are: left turn,
arm horizontal; right turn, arm upward: stop
1. Includes the District of Columbia
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or slow, arm downward. The remaining twenty-
four states disagree on one, two, or all three
of the above signals. For instance, Missouri
requires: left turn, arm upward; right turn,
arm downward; stop or slow, arm horizontal.
Massachusetts presents another oddity in that
it requires hand signals, but only on state
highways
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II CONCLUSIONS
The requirements for obtaining a driver’s license
in any of the forty-eight states or the District of
Columbia for the most part--road test, knowledge test,
and eye test—are similar. Some exceptions to this are
listed below:
1* Idaho and Missouri require junior or
restricted permits at the ages of fourteen and six-
teen years respectively. South Dakota does not even
have a driver's license law. Not one of these states
require any type of an examination—road, knowledge,
or eye—for a license. All three states employ the
use of different hand signals, yet they do not test
operators on them. And, lastly, they never require
a re-test.
This type of arrangement makes it
difficult for other states who are trying to pass
legislation to comply with the rest of the country.
Another problem is that operators of
Idaho, Missouri, and South Dakota cannot travel from
state to state as freely as do other state residents.
Kentucky and Massachusetts both state that they have
reciprocal laws as to visitors from out-of-state.
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However, they do not honor on a reciprocal basis, a
license from a state where regulations are less rigid
than their own*
2* The age range from fourteen to seventeen
years seems to be very wide* Although this does net
make for uniformity, we find that many of the sparsely
populated states have to allow junior and restricted
licenses between the; ages of fourteen and sixteen
years for school and farm use* On the other hand
New Jersey, with a minimum age of seventeen years,
is not faced with such a problem. It is significant
to see that the majority of the states do hot allow
a full license before the age of sixteen* This
means that there are only ten states (New Mexico,
South Carolina, Illinois, Louisiana, Maine, Minn-
esota, Montana, South Dakota, Virginia, Wyoming)
where an operator may obtain a full license before
his sixteenth birthday, thereby entitling him to
travel through out the country*
3* The limitations on visitor's and new
resident's licenses are numerous and varied* The
main problem is that not enough operators know about
these limitations. They do not know when they have
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to get a visitor f s sticker or how many days they are
allowed before they have to get a new driver's license.
4. Hand signals, although required in all but
four states, present a serious national problem. State
driving may go along smoothly, but with only 51 per
cent of the states 1 using the same type of hand signals,
state-to-state driving is bound to be hampered*
5* More and more states are favoring re-tests
for certain groups of drivers. North Carolina has
even gone so far as to require a re-test for all
drivers every four years, and Maryland requires all
chauffeurs to take a re-test every two years. With
the exception of Idaho, Missouri, and South Dakota,
all states require certain groups such as "accident-
prone individuals", certain physically handicapped
groups, habitual traffic violators, and aged drivers
to take re-tests. New York has a law going into
effect on September 1st of this year which will
compel the following to take a re-test: all drivers
involved in three accidents within a period of
eighteen months, all persons suffering a loss of
one cr more limbs, and all person sixty-five years
1. Includes the District of Columbia
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or over involved in accidents and reported for poor
judgment*
The American Association of Motor Vehicle
Administrators says, "A license does not grant an
irrevocable right. It should be, in fact, only a con-
tingent right—contingent upon the continued proper
qualification of the driver, upon his compliance
with proper rules and regulations, and upon his
continued use of proper judgment and discretion*
The licensee, in effect, should’ be regarded as
being continually upon probation, with the condi-
tion that his continued privilege to drive depends
on his continued discretion—that he both can and
does drive with reasonable safety.’ 1 ^
1* American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators
Standards and Procedures for the Examination of
Applicants for Driver Licenses , Washington, D*C*,
1948, p* 9 0
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CHAPTER V
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

CHAPTER V
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Suggestions for further study are listed as
follows:
1. A study of specific tests used—knowledge
road and eye— in the forty-eight states
for a driver's license®
2. A study of liability on school buses in
the forty-eight states®
3® A comparative study of speed laws in the
forty-eight states and accident frequency
4® A study of the effect of new type
(hydramatic, dynaflow, etc®) cars on
licenses and safety.
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APPENDIX B:
APPENDIX Ci
APPENDIX
Table A, HAND SIGNALS USED BY MOTORISTS
Questionnaire, letter and follow-up
letter used in this study.
List of state registrars contributing
to this study*
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TABLE A
HAND SIGNALS USED BY MOTORISTS
Signals
State Required Left Turn Right Turn Stop or Slow
Yes No
Alabama X arm horizontal arm upward arm waved
up & down
Arizona X arm horizontal arm upward arm down-
ward
Arkansas X arm horizontal arm upward arm down-
ward
California X arm horizontal arm upward arm down-
ward
Colorado X arm horizontal arm upward arm down-
ward
Connecticut X hand moving up hand arm hor-
and down, point rotated Izontal
with finger
Delaware X arm horizontal arm upward, arm down-
& moved
from rear
to front
ward
Florida X arm horizontal arm upward arm down-
ward
Georgia X arm horizontal arm upward arm down-
pointing with
finger
ward
Idaho X arm horizontal arm upward arm down-
ward
Illinois X arm horizontal arm upward arm down-
m or moved ward
with sweep-
ing motion
from rear
to front.
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TABLE A CONTINUED
State
Signals
Required
Yes No
Left Turn Right Turn Stop or Slow
Indiana X arm horizontal arm upward arm horizont-
al, moving up
& down
Iowa X arm horizontal arm upward arm down-
ward
Kansas X arm horizontal arm upward, arm down-
or moved
forward
with sweep-
ing motion
Kentucky X arm horizontal arm upward arm down-
ward
Louisiana
Maine
X
X
arm horizontal arm upward arm down-
ward
Maryland X arm horizontal
point finger
extend arm
point with
finger
arm down-
ward, palm
to rear
Massachusetts X arm horizontal extend arm arm horizont-
(On State
highways
only)
point finger rotate hand al
Michigan X arm horizontal arm horiz-
ontal
arm horizont-
al
Minnesota X arm horizontal arm upward
& hand up-
ward
arm downward
Mississippi X arm horizontal arm upward
or moved
forward
from rear
to front
arm downward
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TABLE A CONTINUED
Signal
State Requires Left Turn Right Turn Stop or Slow
Yes No
Missouri x
Montana x
Nebraska x
Nevada x
New Hampshire
New Jersey x
New Mexico x
New York x
North Carolina x
North Dakota x
Ohio x
Oklahoma x
Oregon x
Pennsylvania x
jtihode Island
South Carolina x
South Dakota x
Tennessee x
Texas x
arm upward arm down-
ward
arm horizont-
al
arm horizontal arm upward arm downward
extend left extend left
hand hand
extend arm
point index
finger
arm horizontal
arm horizontal
and at right
angles to veh.
arm horizontal
finger pointing
arm horizontal
arm horizontal
arm horizontal
finger pointing
arm horizontal
arm horizontal
extend arm extend arm
rotate hand palm to
rear to rear
front
arm upward arm downward
arm horiz- arm horizont-
ontal and al
at right
angles to
vehicles,
arm upward arm downward
arm upward arm downward
arm upward arm downward
arm upward arm downward
arm upward arm downward
arm horiz- arm horizont-
ontal
arm horizontal arm upward arm downward
arm horizontal arm horiz- arm horizont-
ontal al
arm horizontal arm upward arm downward
arm horizontal hand & arm hand & arm
horizontal horizontal
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TABLE A CONTINUED
Signal
State Required Left Turn
Yes No
Right Turn Stop or Slow
Utah X arm horizontal arm upward arm downward
Vermont X arm horizontal arm horiz- arm horizont-
index finger
pointing
ontal al-
Virginia X arm horizontal arm upward arm downward
Washington X arm horizontal arm upward arm downward
West Virginia X arm horizontal arm upward wave arm up
& down
Wisconsin X
Wyoming X arm horizontal arm upward arm downward
Washington, D. C.x arm horizontal arm and arm & hand
hand horizont- hand up- downward
al ward
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APPENDIX B

Return to: Mrs* Alice G. McCabe
Mary Hemenway Hall
Wellesley 81,
Wellesley College
Department of Hygiene and Physical Education
Questionaire on State Practices Regarding the Requirements
for Securing a Driver's License
Place a check or insert the answer in the space provided*
Name of State
Yes No
1* Road Test
A* Do you require a road test?
1* What is the length?
2* Is it held in traffic?
3* Is it held on an open plain?
4o Is the operator required to stop and
start on a hill?
5. Is the operator required to turn around?
6* Additional requirements? Please add*
II. Knowledge Test
A* Do you require the applicant to take a knowledge
test on motor vehicle laws?
1* Is it a written examination?
2* Is it an oral examination?
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Ill Eye Test Yes No
A* Do you require an eye examination?
1* Does It include:
a 0 Color perception
bo Field of vision
Co Glare acuity
do Any others?
IV. Driver Education
A. Do you accept, as partial fulfillment for
the drivers license, the Rules Certificate
granted to a student who successfully
completes the written examination on
motor vehicle laws?
_
B. Do you waive any other part of your
test for the student who has success-
fully completed a driver education
course?
__
I. Elaborate:
V# Limitations
A# In the event of physical impairment,
do you refuse a driver^ license?
I. Elaborate:
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Yes No
B« Do you recognize a driver’s license
granted in another state?
1# Elaborate:
VI# Re-Test
A* Is a re-test ever required?
1# Elaborate:
VII. Do you have a copy of the requirements
available in printed form? If so will
you please forward same?
Signature:
Position:
Date:
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Wellesley College
Wellesley, Massachusetts
April 11, 1949
Registrar of Motor Vehicles
Capitol City
State of
Dear Sir:
We are making a comparative study at Boston
University to determine the requirements for a motor
vehicle drivers license in the various states.
Would you be so kind as to fill out the en-
closed questionnaire, so that the data can be assembled
as soon as possible.
Your immediate attention to this matter will
be greatly appreciated, and we want to thank you in
advance for* any aid that you may render.
Yours truly.
(Mrs.) Alice C, McCabe
Instructor in Hygiene
and Physical Education
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Wellesley College
Wellesley, Massachusetts
May 1, 1949
Registrar of Motor Vehicles
Capitol City
State of
Dear Sirs
On April 11th you were sent a letter and question-
naire in regard to the requirements for obtaining a driver's
license in your state* At this time, I find that you are
not among the 44 states replying*
Since it is quite possible that this material got
lost or torn-up, I am enclosing another questionnaire and
self-addressed, stamped envelope* If I do not hear from
you this time
,
I will assume that your state is to be left
blank in the comparative study
o
Again I want to thank you in advance for any aid
that you may render.
Yours truly.
(Mrs*) Alice G* McCabe
Instructor in Hygiene
and Physical Education
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APPENDIX C
i

LIST OF STATE REGISTRARS CONTRIBUTING
TO THIS STUDY
Phillip J • Hamm
Commissioner ofRevenue,
Montgomery, Alabama
R. C* Lewis, Commissioner,
Department of Law Enforcement
Boise, Idaho
M* A. Goodwin, Supt*,
Division of Motor Vehicles,
State Highway Department,
Phoenix, Arizona
Edward J* Barrett
Secretary of State,
Springfield, Illinois
Frank D. Clancy, Director,
Motor Vehicle Division,
Department of Revenues,
Little Rock, Arkansas
Ho Dale Brown, Director,
Bureau of Motor Vehicles,
Office of Sec* of State,
Indianapolis, Indiana*
A. H* Henderson
Director of Motor Vehicles,
Sacramento, California
Alfred W* Kahl, Commissioner,
Department of Public Safety,
State House, Des Moines, Iowa
G* H* Gunn, Chief
Division of Motor Vehicles,
Department of Revenue,
Denver, Colorado
C* M* Voilker, Supt*,
Motor Vehicle Department,
State Highway Commission
Topeka, Kansas
Elmer S* Watson, Robert A. Thompson, Director,
Commissioner of Motor Vehicles Division of Local Relations,
Department of Motor Vehicles,
Hartford, Connecticut
Department of Revenue,
Frankfort, Kentucky
Frank L. Reed
Motor Vehicle Commissioner,
Dover, Delaware
WoAo Cooper, Coll* of Rev*,
Department of Revenue
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
George E* Keneipp, Director Harold I* Goss
Department of Vehicles & TrafficSecretary of State,
Washington, D*C* Augusta, Maine
John Kilgore, Commissioner,
Motor Vehicle Division,
Tallahassee, Florida
W* Lee Elgin, Commissioner,
Department of Motor Vehicles,
Baltimore, Maryland
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E* T. Williams, Director,
State Department of Revenue,
Atlanta, Georgia
Lee C, Richardson, Director,
Motor Vehicle Division,
Michigan Depart, of State,
Lansing, Michigan
Mike Holm
Secretary of State,
St, Paul, Minnesota
Guy McCullen,
Comptroller of Motor Vehicles,
Jackson, Mississippi
Motor Vehicle Unit,
Division of Collection,
Department of Revenue,
Jefferson City, Missouri
Mo P, Trenne
Deputy Registrar of Motor Veh,
,
Deer Lodge, Montana
Owen J, Boyles, Asst, Dir,,
Motor Vehicle Division,
Dept© of Roads & Irrigation,
Lincoln, Nebraska
John Koontz, Commissioner,
Motor Vehicle Department
Carson City, Nevada
Frederick N. Clarke
Motor Vehicle Commissioner,
Concord, New Hampshire
Arthur W, Magee, Commissioner,
Department of Motor Vehicles,
Trenton, New Jersey
Rudolph F, King, Registrar,
Registry of Motor Vehicles,
Boston, Massachusetts
Col, L, C, Rosser, Comm,,
Department of Motor Vehicles,
Raleigh, North Carolina
P, G, Zimmerman
Motor Vehicle Registrar,
Bismark, North Dakota
Edward T, Fogo, Registrar
Bureau of Motor
Columbus, Ohio
Fo Do Murphy, Director,
Motor Vehicle Division,
Oklahoma Tax Commission,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Earl T. Newbry
Secretary of State,
Salem, Oregon
Alvin C, Walker, Director,
Bureau of Motor Vehicles
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Laure B, Lussier, Registrar
Registry of Motor Vehicles,
Executive Department
Providence, Rhode, Island
H, E. Quarles, Jr, Dir,,
Motor Vehiale Division
State Highway Department
Columbia, South Carolina
E, S, Goff, Motor Director
Office of the Sec of State
Pierre, South Dakota
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Mile Galegos,Motor Veh. Comm.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Clifford Jo Fletcher
Commissioner of Motor Vehicles,
Department of Taxation & Finance,
Albany, New York
Sam Ko Carson, Commissioner,
Department of Finance & Tax.
,
Nashville, Tennessee
Col. Homer Garrison, Jr®,
Department of Public Safety,
Austin, Texas
Allan Rogers, Director,
Motor Vehicle Division,
Utah State Tax Commission,
Salt Lake City, Utah
Ho Elmer Marsh, Commissioner,
Motor Vehicle Department,
Montpelier, Vermont
ft. F. Joyner, Jr© Commissioner
Division of Motor Vehicles,
Richmond, Virginia
George C. Starland, Acting Din
Department of Licenses,
Olumpia, Washing ton
Don McClaugherty, Commissiona?,
Department of Motor Vehicles,
Charleston, West Virginia
Ben L. Marcus, Commissioner,
Motor Vehicle Department
Madison, Wisconsin
Dr 0 A. Go Crane
Sec. of State,
Cheyenne, Wyoming
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MANUALS OF THE VARIOUS STATES
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Driver ' s Manual*
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Department of Revenue# Driver [ s Manual # Issued
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Handbook for Louisiana# Issued by the
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Virginia: Division of Motor Vehicles. Questions
and Answers on the Motor Vehicle Code of
Virginia. Issued by the Division of Motor
Vehicles, Richmond, Virginia. July 1, 1948.
Washington: Department of Licenses. Motor Vehicle
Laws . Issued by the Department of Licenses,
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